Once upon time live huge enormous gigant Dragon named Joe the dragon. Joe the Dragon was very selfish. Kid napping the King and Queen every 5 hours. Joe the dragon could eat 200 tonnes of people a day. No one would ever try and kill Joe the Dragon because Joe the dragon would eat them up. BUT!!! on one on the 23rd of August 2006 at 12:21 Sir Andrew tried to kill the dragon didn’t see him and Alex slayed him and the dragon died and Saint Andrew saved every one.

The End

Grade Commentary

Mackenzie has demonstrated basic knowledge and understanding of the structure and features of a narrative. A simple orientation, complication and resolution have been included. The sentence structure is limited and there is inconsistent use of tense. Some adjectives have been used but there are few time connectives.

Mackenzie’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade D standard.